200 SERIES

LAND CRUISER 200 VX LIMITED IN CRYSTAL PEARL

Unmatchable performance
for every environment

The Land Cruiser legend has been built from over 60 years of
unbeatable performance in environments the world over.
In the stylish, spacious and powerful Land Cruiser 200 range,
Toyota has proven for generations that tough, go-anywhere
practicality can be engineered hand-in-hand with premium
comfort and technology.
Powered by a mighty 4.5-litre twin turbocharged and intercooled
diesel V8 engine, the Land Cruiser 200 will quickly get you on
your way with 200kW of power and 650Nm of torque. That big
torque figure will also let you explore the Land Cruiser 200’s
LAND CRUISER 200 VX IN MERLOT RED

capabilities as a reliable tow wagon for every New Zealand
lifestyle.
The Land Cruiser features an impressive array of all-terrain
technologies such as Multi-Terrain Select modes for assured
off-road travel and CRAWL control which acts like an off-road
cruise control. Standard on VX Limited is the Kinetic Dynamic
Suspension System (KDSS) which helps suppress body roll
for on-road driving but on the most demanding roads and
toughest tracks allows more flexibility in the suspension for
better vehicle control and greater comfort.
But because it’s our flagship Land Cruiser, there is an amazing
degree of comfort and convenience technology onboard too,
such as intuitive touchscreen controls, seamless Bluetooth
hands-free phone and audio streaming connectivity, four zone
independent air conditioning, sumptuous leather accented
interiors in both models and (in VX Limited) rear seat
entertainment system with 2 x wireless headphones and
a powered glass sunroof. And of course every Land Cruiser 200
features a generous third row of seats for extra practicality.
Whether it’s a trip to the snow, or the premiere of a show,
the Land Cruiser 200 is your dependable, premium partner
for the journey ahead.

LAND CRUISER 200 VX LIMITED IN CRYSTAL PEARL

LAND CRUISER 200 VX 4.5L V8 DIESEL TWIN-TURBO 6-SPEED AUTO

Land Cruiser 200 VX

Big city or back country, the Land Cruiser 200 VX gives you
everything you need.
Offering an incredible level of standard specification, along with
world-beating off-road technology for the toughest terrain,
the Land Cruiser 200 VX features a powerful 4.5-litre twin
turbocharged and intercooled diesel V8 engine.
Producing 200kW of peak power and a massive 650Nm of
torque, the Land Cruiser 200 VX is perfect for that main highway
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cruise to a distant destination, or a quick sprint down to the boat
ramp when the tide is turning and the fish are biting.
Land Cruiser 200 VX has a high level of interior ambience with
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premium leather accented seating and Qi wireless charging
3

for compatible devices.
Inside the sumptuous, spacious cabin, premium soft-touch
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padded surfaces abound. The brushed metallic fascia of the
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centre console with thoghtfully placed switchgear ensures
5

clarity to the multitude of functions on offer. There are multiple
storage solutions for your everyday items.
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A large 9-inch display screen creates a central focus for navigation,
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entertainment and vehicle data for those in the front seats, while the

into auto-levelling LED headlights underlines the wide stance of the

driver will also enjoy the Optitron instrument cluster with 4.2-inch

tough and capable Land Cruiser 200

Multi Information Display (MID)
2

The bold chrome frame and strong horizontal grille design extending
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The multi-function steering wheel provides the driver with access to

Both Land Cruiser 200 models feature integrated LED Daytime Running
Lights and separate fog lights

Bluetooth connected phone and media, as well as Voice Recognition
3

and the Multi-Information Display (MID) system

18” alloy wheels with a five twin-spoke design are standard
on Land Cruiser 200
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A six-speed automatic transmission with sequential shift delivers the
prodigious output of the 4.5L turbo diesel engine
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also standard features along the Land Cruiser’s flanks

Land Cruiser 200 VX has premium leather accented trim with
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10-way powered adjustment for the driver and 8-way powered 		
adjustment for the front passenger

The Land Cruiser’s proven abilities when the track runs out are
well-known. The Land Cruiser 200 boasts a wading depth of 700mm

3
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Rugged running boards and premium chrome accents are

Ground clearance is 230mm and with an approach angle of 32°

With the third row of seats stowed, the capacious Land Cruiser 200

and a departure angle of 24°, the Land Cruiser 200 will get you

VX features 701-litres of luggage space or a massive 1267-litres with

almost anywhere

the second row also stowed (VX Limited shown)
7
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LED tail lights and chrome detailing through the split-opening

The premium Land Cruiser 200 VX interior features four-zone

tailgate make a bold statement at the rear of the

independent air conditioning for absolute cabin comfort

Land Cruiser 200
8

The maximum braked towing capacity of the Land Cruiser 200
is 3500kg, making for a powerful tow vehicle for whatever your
work day or weekend requires
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While offering up plenty of power, the 4.5-litre twin turbocharged
and intercooled diesel V8 engine still returns fantastic combined
fuel economy of 9.5-litres/100km*
* Fuel consumption as per ADR 81/02 and emissions as per 79/04 & 30/01
are tested in a controlled environment.
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FOR MORE IMAGES AND DETAIL VISIT:

toyota.co.nz/landcruiser200

LAND CRUISER 200 VX LIMITED 4.5L V8 DIESEL TWIN-TURBO 6-SPEED AUTO

Land Cruiser 200 VX Limited
The Land Cruiser 200 VX Limited matches go-anywhere performance with
premium level comfort and convenience technologies that will astound.
Impressive luxury details feature everywhere. The large, high contrast 9-inch
touchscreen display is complimented with dual entertainment screens - and
wireless headphones - for second row passengers, meaning a DVD can be
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watched on those long summer journeys without interrupting the conversation
of those in front.
A high quality leather accented interior and powered glass sunroof add to the
ambience, as does the Land Cruiser 200 VX Limited’s Illuminated Entry System,

2

which adds ambient light where it’s needed most when entering or exiting the
vehicle at night.
And just when you’re thinking the Land Cruiser 200 VX Limited is only suited to
city life; think again. This is a true Land Cruiser, incorporating all the off-road
pedigree the nameplate stands for. With CRAWL Control, which essentially acts
like an off-road cruise control, and the comprehensive Multi-Terrain Select system
that offers the driver several selectable terrain modes for assured off-road
driving suited to specific conditions, Toyota’s flagship Land Cruiser 200 VX Limited
3

remains sure-footed in any scenario.
Quite simply the Land Cruiser 200 VX Limited is Toyota’s ultimate SUV.
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Chrome plated and silver painted roof rails are standard on both the Land
Cruiser 200 VX and VX Limited

2

1

Land Cruiser 200 features rear privacy glass that looks great and takes care
of the sun’s glare

3

Land Cruiser 200 features tough underbody protection that offers
resistance to deformation when you’re off the tarmac

4

The Land Cruiser 200 ensures you have eyes everywhere, with an
impressive Multi-Terrain Monitor system incorporating Underfloor View,
Front View Rotating Display, Slip Display, Tilt Meter and Panoramic
View capabilities

5

The suspension system at the front of the Land Cruiser 200 VX Limited
features a double wishbone system with torsion stabiliser bar, while the

5

rear suspension is comprised of a four-link system with coil spring and

2

torsion stabiliser bar. The Kinetic Dynamic Suspension System (KDSS)
helps suppress body roll for on-road driving but on the most demanding
roads and toughest tracks allows more flexibility in the suspension for
better vehicle control and greater comfort.
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Featured in both models is integrated Satellite Navigation to help you navigate unfamiliar roads

2

The leather accented interior is standard in both Land Cruiser 200 variants, as are soft-touch surfaces
and high quality switchgear

4

3

With a cabin environment this spacious, it’s a given that the Land Cruiser 200 VX Limited features plenty of
storage space for everyday items. There are 12V and 220V outlets for charging devices on the go as well
as wireless charging for Qi capable devices.

4

CRAWL Control aids travelling at low speeds when traversing difficult terrain. CRAWL Control automatically
controls engine output and vehicle braking to maintain a slow preset speed. As a result, the driver can
concentrate on steering while the vehicle speed is controlled

5

The dual rear seat entertainment system in VX Limited allows second row passengers the freedom to watch
what they like without intruding on the conversation of those in the front. Two sets of headphones are
also provided

3
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Land Cruiser 200 | Safety
Toyota’s commitment to occupant safety is exceptional and our engineers
make sure every single Land Cruiser 200 is ready for whatever comes its
way, both on and off the main road.
Land Cruiser 200 is enhanced with the high tech Toyota Safety Sense
System which includes Pre-Crash Safety system with Autonomous
Emergency Braking and Pedestrian Detection, Lane Departure Alert,
Dynamic Radar Cruise Control and Automatic High-Beam system.
Standard safety features available in the Land Cruiser 200 range are
comprehensive and include a reversing camera, front and rear parking
sensors and the Land Cruiser 200’s leading Multi-Terrain Monitor system
which incorporates Underfloor view, Front View Rotating Display,
Slip Display, Tilt Meter and Panoramic View.
For everyday on-road environments, every 5 Star ANCAP safety-rated
Land Cruiser 200 features key safety technology such as Active
Traction Control (A-TRC) and Vehicle Stability Control (VSC). Hill-start Assist
Control takes the pressure out of a smooth take-off from a standing start
on inclines and Trailer Sway Control for added confidence when towing.
The Blind Spot Monitor (BSM) alerts the driver to vehicles beyond the
peripheral view when changing lanes on multi-lane roads, while Rear Cross
Traffic Alert (RCTA) acts as an early warning system when reversing out of
parking spots, where lateral visibility might be compromised by obstacles
such as other parked vehicles.
Front, knee and front seat side airbags for the driver and front passenger,
second row side airbags and full length Roll Sensing Curtain Shield Airbags
(RSCA) are all designed to help protect everyone onboard in the event of
an incident.
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Safety isn’t just a priority for Land Cruiser 200.
The 5-Star ANCAP safety rating is testament to
its renowned Toyota build quality.

Pretensioners in front and outer second row seats
instantly tighten the seat belts at the time of a collision
to help enhance restraint performance. The force
limiter function for the front seats loosens the seat
belts while maintaining the load to help mitigate the
impact to the chest regions of the front seat occupants.
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Both Land Cruiser 200 variants have Blind Spot Monitor (BSM) 		
with Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA) to inform that a vehicle is
looming up from behind.

3

First row front, side and knee airbags, second row
outer side airbags and full length Roll Sensing 		
Curtain Shield Airbags (RSCA).
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Multi-Terrain Select is for low speed off-road travel. It offers
several selectable terrain modes for assured off road travel
allowing novice drivers to leave the roads behind with the skill
of a seasoned driver. While using Multi-Terrain Select, drivers
can also gain a firm idea of the terrain surrounding the vehicle
via the Multi-Terrain Monitor that operates at up to 12km/h.

4

All passengers are secured with ELR seat belts,
with adjustable front and 2nd row outer anchors.
Driver and front passenger warning lights and
buzzer helps ensure you’re belted up.

4
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Land Cruiser 200 exterior colours

040 Glacier White

1F7 Silver Pearl METALLIC

070 Crystal Pearl CRYSTAL SHINE

1G3 Graphite METALLIC

8P8 Blue Onyx MICA

3Q3 Merlot Red MICA METALLIC

4R3 Vintage Gold MICA METALLIC

218 Eclipse MICA

Land Cruiser interior trim

202 Ebony

VX BLACK LEATHER ACCENTS

VX Limited BLACK LEATHER ACCENTS

STEERING,
BRAKES
SUSPENSION

Mechanical
SpecIFICATIONs

LAND CRUISER 200 SPECIFICATIONS

VX

VX LIMITED

4.5 Litre V8 twin turbocharged diesel engine, 32 valve Quad cam design with intercooler. Maximum power of 200kW is produced @ 3600rpm and
maximum torque is 650Nm @ 1600~2600rpm. Common rail direct injection system

•

•

Fuel tank capacity 138 litres (93L + 45L sub). Fuel consumption*: 9.5L/100km (combined ADR 81/02); CO2 emissions 250g/km* (combined ADR 79/04
& ADR 30/01). EURO 5 emissions standard compliant

•

•

6-speed automatic transmission with sequential shift mode; Full-time 4WD with high-low ratio selection. Torsen Limited Slip centre Differential (LSD)
with locking switch

•

•

Steering is engine speed sensitive power-assisted rack and pinion. Minimum turning circle is 11.8 metres with 3.14 turns lock to lock

•

•

Brakes - Front and rear ventilated disc. Centre lever handbrake

•

•

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS); Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD), Brake Assist (BA)

•

•

Vehicle Stability Control (VSC); Active Traction Control (A-TRC); CRAWL control with Turn Assist; Trailer Sway Control (TSC)

•

•

Hill-start Assist Control (HAC), Multi Terrain Select (MTS) with auto mode

•

•

Front suspension - Double Wishbone with Torsion Stabiliser Bar. Rear suspension - Four-link with Coil Spring and Torsion Stabiliser Bar

•

•

Interior features
& Convenience

Exterior
Features

Kinetic Dynamic Suspension System (KDSS)

•

LED headlights with Automatic High Beam system, headlight cleaners, automatic headlight levelling; daytime running lights; front fog lights;
LED rear combination lights; rear high mounted stop light

•

•

Chrome front grille surround; body coloured electric exterior rear view mirrors with auto-fold and auto-dimming, memory function and heaters;
Blind Spot Monitor Indicator (BSM)

•

•

Aluminium side steps, front and rear mudflaps

•

•

Body coloured exterior door handles with smart key sensors; 2 x front and 4 x rear parking sensors; chrome and silver painted roof rails; rear privacy glass

•

•

18” alloy wheels fitted with 285/60R18 tyres, full size alloy spare wheel

•

•

Black leather accented interior; driver and front passenger seats with power slide, recline, cushion tilt functions, seat height adjustment and driver’s
lumbar support, front headrests with manual height adjustment; front seat ventilation, front and 2nd row seat heaters; front seat back pockets;
•
•
40/20/40 split folding 2nd row seats with slide, recline, fold and tumble functions, seat centre armrest, headrests with manual height adjustment;
50/50 split folding 3rd row seats with fold function; 3rd row headrests			
4 spoke leather steering wheel with audio, multi-information display, Bluetooth, voice controls; power tilt and telescopic steering column adjustment
with memory; Optitron instrument panel; leather and metallic style gear lever; woodgrain style steering wheel, dashboard and door inserts for VX Limited

•		

•

Front and rear 4 zone climate control air conditioning control panels with digital display; clean air filter with pollen filter; outside temperature display

•

Power windows with one touch auto up/down and anti-jam safety function

•

With coolbox
•

Smart key start and entry system with remote central door locking/unlocking and panic function; power upper back door

•

•

Telescopic adjustable front sunvisors with illuminated vanity mirrors, covers and sub-visors; overhead console with sunglasses holder; front and
rear cup holders; assist grips; storage compartments in luggage area; accessory power outlets - 2 x 12V, 1 x 220v

•

•

AUDIO &
CONTROLS

Power glass sunroof with tilt and slide functions

•

Wireless charger for smart phone (Qi compatible devices only)

•

•

9” touch screen display; audio system with radio, CD/DVD player, Bluetooth handsfree phone capability with audio streaming and voice recognition,
9 speakers, USB and AUX input

•

•

Satellite Navigation

•

•

Safety and
Security

Rear seat entertainment system with 2 x rear facing seat mounted displays, 2 x wireless headphones and remote control

•

4.2” Multi Information Display (MID) with twin trip meters, gear lever position, driving range, speed, current and average fuel consumption,
warning functions, steering angle display

•

•

Multi-terrain monitor (4 camera system)

•

•

5-star ANCAP safety rating

•

•

Toyota Safety Sense: Pre-Crash Safety system (PCS) with Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB), pedestrian detection features,
Dynamic Radar Cruise Control (DRCC), Lane Departure Alert (LDA), Automatic High Beam system (AHB)

•

•

Driver and front passenger front, knee and side airbags; 2nd row side airbags; Roll Sensing Curtain Shield Airbags (RSCA)

•

•

Emergency Stop Signal (ESS)

•

•

2x3-point ELR front seat belts with pre-tensioners and force limiters; driver and passenger seat belt warning lights and buzzer; adjustable front seat belt
anchors; 3x3-point ELR 2nd row seat belts with pre-tensioners and adjustable seat belt anchors for outer seats; 3x3-point ELR 3rd row rear seat belts
(2x3-point for VX Limited)

•

•

Child restraint 3 x tether anchors and 2 x ISOFIX points in outer 2nd row seats; child proof rear door locks

•

•

Blind Spot Monitor (BSM) with Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA)

•

•

Reversing Camera with active guide lines and Panoramic View

•

•

Tyre pressure warning system

•

Dimensions

Engine immobiliser and alarm system

•

Overall length (mm)

•

4990

4990

1980 / 1945

1980 / 1945

Wheelbase (mm)

2850

2850

Seating capacity

8

7

230 / 700

230 / 700

32 / 24

32 / 24

Overall width / height (mm)

Minimum ground clearance / maximum wading depth - still water (mm)
Approach angle / departure angle ˚
Gross vehicle weight (kg)

3350

3350

Kerb weight - min / max (kg)

2510 - 2740

2510 - 2740

Towing capacity - unbraked / braked (kg)

750 / 3500

750 / 3500

Because Toyota believes in going the extra mile we offer comprehensive support and a great range of products and services for our valued customers.

EXTRA CARE

ACCESSORIES

VISIT:

GENUINE PARTS

* Fuel consumption as per ADR 81/02 and emissions as per 79/04 & 30/01 are tested in a controlled environment. These figures are for comparison purposes only between other makes and actual fuel consumption may
vary under real world driving conditions. Fuel consumption will vary depending on many factors including driving conditions/style, vehicle usage, condition and options/accessories fitted.
Every endeavour has been made to ensure text details and specifications contained in this publication were accurate as at 16 May, 2018. Toyota New Zealand Limited reserves the right at any time to introduce any changes
deemed necessary to improve the models shown or for any other reason. Paint and upholstery colours shown in this brochure may differ from actual colours due to variations in printing processes.
Some models shown in this brochure may have optional accessories fitted. For further information contact your nearest Toyota Store. They will be glad to assist. [Production effective August 2017]
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